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Su Yanran thought of this and said to her subordinates, “Retreat!” 

 

Yun Chujiu did not say anything and did not give the order to give chase. Instead, she smiled as she 

watched Su Yanran and the people from the Godly Devil Hall escape from the square. 

 

Just as everyone was puzzled, they realized that the people from the Godly Devil Hall had retreated. 

 

The handsome man in white and the charming man in red led a group of high-level demon beasts and 

forced the people from the Godly Devil Hall back. 

 

Su Yanran gritted her teeth and wanted to ride her sword to leave. However, thousands of demon birds 

flew over from the sky. Their huge wings covered the sky and the sun, firmly guarding the sky. 

 

The people of the Godly Devil Hall were lost to panic. They were surrounded. There was no way to 

escape. 

 

The golden-masked emissaries wanted to use the secret technique to escape. However, Yun Chujiu was 

already on guard against this. Before they could start forming seals, the demon birds in the sky swooped 

down just as they bit their fingers! These demonic birds could even see the tiny ants on the ground 

when they were thousands of feet in the air. It was simply too easy to pick on these people! 

 

Those gold masked men were unable to complete the seal after being attacked by the demonic birds. At 

that moment, the demonic beasts also charged towards the people from the Godly Devil Hall under Yun 

Chujiu’s command. 

 

The Godly Devil Hall forces had already been fighting here for several days and had used up most of 

their spiritual energy. Now, they trembled with fear. Very soon, more than half of them were mauled to 

death and killed by the demonic beasts. 



 

Some people began to kneel and beg for mercy. Those demonic beasts did not care for such things. In 

their eyes, other than that Little Devil, everything else was food. 

 

Seeing this, Su Yanran wanted to use the secret technique to escape. Yun Chujiu had been watching her 

intently, so how could she let her have her way? Su Yanran was about to form a seal, but unexpectedly, 

she stumbled. At the same time, Yun Chujiu’s Purple Heavenly Lightning, Di Beiming’s Ice Dragon, and 

Xue Wuji’s Spirit Skull Bomb all smashed towards her. 

 

Su Yanran was scared out of her wits. It was too late for her to dodge. She quickly activated her spiritual 

energy shield. Although she blocked this attack, she spat out a mouthful of blood. 

 

Before she could recover, the second round of attacks came at her. She activated her spiritual energy 

shield again and blocked another attack. She spat out another mouthful of blood. 

 

Su Yanran’s was crestfallen, ‘It’s over. I don’t have any spiritual power to raise my spiritual power shield 

anymore. Don’t tell me that I, Su Yanran, will lose my life just like that?’ 

 

Yun Chujiu and the other two attacked again. Su Yanran closed her eyes and waited for death on the 

spot. At that moment, something unexpected happened. 

 

No one expected that just when Yun Chujiu and the other two’s attacks were about to hit Su Yanran, a 

crack was torn open in the air. Suddenly, a big hand appeared and dragged Su Yanran into it, before Yun 

Chujiu and the other two could react, the crack had already disappeared as if nothing had happened. 

However, Su Yanran had disappeared without a trace. 

 

Yun Chujiu was stunned for a moment. Then, she began to command the Demonic Beasts to clean up 

the remaining people of the Godly Devil Hall. She deliberately left a few golden-masked men behind for 

Di Beiming to conduct a soul search. 

 



As the Godly Devil Hall had revealed themselves, those forces were no longer hidden. Therefore, even 

without the clues provided by these golden-masked men, it was very easy to find those forces. 

 

In their spiritual senses, there was very little information about that master. Even the information about 

Su Yanran was only limited to the usual orders given, and the person who usually contacted them was 

another purple-masked man. 

 

That purple-masked man was much older than Su Yanran. Some golden-masked men had been recruited 

by him ten years ago. At that time, Su Yanran was only a few years old, and they were all already bribed 

and groomed by another purple-masked man.. 

 


